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Abstract

Objectives: Antidepressant monotherapy remains the first-line treatment for major 
depressive disorder However, 40-60% of patients will not initially respond. Predicting a 
patient’s treatment outcome based on clinical symptoms and episode features represents an 
exciting application of modern machine learning. We sought to independently replicate recent 
work predicting antidepressant outcomes using the STAR*D dataset, and then externally 
validate these models using new data from CAN-BIND

Methods: We replicated and adopted a prior study’s methodology to predict initial 
antidepressant response and to achieve remission, and externally validated these models 
using the clinical features found in both datasets. We then evaluated additional models to 
investigate the how different parameters affect prediction performance. 

Results: Our replicated models predicted treatment outcomes with similar performance to 
prior results. Our external validation’s results varied depend on what outcome was predicted, 
with antidepressant response (≥50% reduction in severity) performing worse than predicting 
remission. Using a smaller set of features in both datasets does not seem to impact 
performance, and we find evidence that predicting antidepressant response may perform 
better with a greater number of subjects.  

Conclusion: Prior work has suggested that replication and external validation may have an 
important role in driving clinician acceptance and applicability of machine learning methods 
in psychiatry. We successfully replicate prior working predicting antidepressant treatment 
outcomes using clinical data. We then externally validate these models on a new dataset, 
finding similar performance when predicting if a patient will achieve remission, but reduced 
performance if predicting antidepressant response.  These results motivate future work to 
investigate the generalizability of this finding, as well as other efforts to improve prediction 
performance.

Background
 When antidepressants are used to treat depression, only a little over half respond
 Predicting patients at high risk for non-response may improve clinical outcomes, for 

example, by prioritizing these patients for multi-modal therapy
 Modern machine learning methodology is well poised to make these predictions. 
 Using only clinical data, as oppose to imaging or lab work data, improves clinical 

accessibility
 Around 7 prior studies have make incremental progress in these predictions 
 Nie et al.’s 2018 paper a recent paper, and the basis for this replication
 To truly gauge clinical applicability, machine learning models must be externally validated 

on new datasets not used for model training. CAN-BIND-1 contains similar features to 
STAR*D, and as such is a good candidate for this validation. 

Results
Data and Data Processing:
 Data came from STAR*D (obtained from NIMH) (n=4046) 

and CAN-BIND-1 (n=324)
 The STAR*D data was different than that used in Nie et al, 

who obtained it some time ago from a different source. 
 Data was processed using a pipeline modeled after 

production level software, to allow modularity and 
reproducibility

Feature selection: 
 Replicated the prior feature selection methods, including 

an elastic-net to find top 30 features with largest weights, 
and their other method using k-means clustering and chi-
squared scores. 

Predictive modelling: 
 We implemented the machine learning models as closely 

as possible. As in Nie et al, we used scikit-learn for logistic 
regression, gradient boosted decision trees, and random 
forest models 5. We implemented XGBoost from their 
website. Hyperparameters from Nie et al’s implementation 
were used when available. 

 We tried common methods not used in the prior paper, 
including support vector machines (SVMs), neural networks, 
and an ensemble method, implemented with scikit-learn. 

 We calculated accuracy as well as the ROC AUC for models.
 We performed internal validation on a hold-out set 

consisting of 20% of the STAR*D data, and used cross-
validation for tuning

 We externally validated the model by constructing a new 
dataset of only features that both CAN-BIND-1 and STAR*D 
contained, training on the entire STAR*D set, and 
predicting on the CAN-BIND-1 data. 

 We evaluated additional models using Random Forest 
classifiers with different combinations of data and outcome 
targets to investigate how these impact prediction 
performance. 

Methods
Replicating a Prior Study’s Results

Balanced Accuracy
Our Result Replicated Study Z-Score

Random Forest
Full Features 73% 70% -10
Clustering-χ2 71% 68% -11
Elastic Net 72% 69% -14
GDBT
Full Features 73% 70% -10
Clustering-χ2 72% 70% -3
Elastic Net 73% 70% -5
XGBOOST
Full Features 70% 68% -4
Clustering-χ2 70% 70% 2
Elastic Net 70% 68% -3
L2 Logistic Regression
Full Features 71% 64% -16
Clustering-χ2 72% 71% -2
Elastic Net 73% 71% -3
Elastic Net Model 70% 68% -5

Conclusion
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Results from replicating a prior study’s cross-validation, predicting treatment-
resistant depression according to QID-C scale, using data from STAR*D. Feature 
selection methods include clustering-χ2and elastic net. As the replicated study 
only reported one number for their results, we show the z-score of these 
against the distribution of our results from 100 runs of 10-fold cross-validation. 

Performance of our predictive models when trained on STAR*D, and externally 
validated on CAN-BIND-1, predicting both QIDS-SR response and remission.

Comparison of model performance with different parameters, using Random Forest models. 
Overlapping features are the 100 features in both CAN-BIND-1 and STAR*D, while Full uses all 
STAR*D features. Targets include antidepressant response, remission, or treatment-resistant 
depression. Models evaluated using either cross-validation (CV) on STAR*D or by externally 
validating on the CAN-BIND-1 dataset after being trained on STAR*D

External Validation on CAN-BIND
QIDS-SR Response
Balanced Accuracy

QIDS-SR Remission
Balanced Accuracy

Random Forest 65% 74%
GDBT 63% 75%
XGBOOST 64% 74%

L2 Logistic Regression 61% 77%

Elastic Net 59% 79%

Comparison of Model Performance with Different Targets
Evaluation Target Features Balanced Accuracy

CV QIDS-C  TRD Full 73%
CV QIDS-SR TRD Full 74%
CV QIDS-C Remission Full 71%
CV QIDS-C Response Full 70%
CV QIDS-SR Remission Full 72%
CV QIDS-SR Response Full 68%

External Validation QIDS-SR Remission Overlapping 74%
External Validation QIDS-SR Response Overlapping 65%

Comparison of Model Performance with Different Variations
Features Inclusion Criteria Target Evaluation Balanced Accuracy

Full Stays until Week 4 QIDS-SR Response CV 68%

Full Stays until Week 4 QIDS-C Response CV 70%
Full No Level 1 Drop QIDS-SR Response CV 68%

Overlapping Stays until Week 4 QIDS-SR Response CV 68%

Combined STAR*D +
CAN-BIND-1

Stays until Week 4 QIDS-SR Response CV 70%

Overlapping Stays until Week 4 QIDS-SR Response External 
Validation

65%

 STAR*D: Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression
 CAN-BIND: Canadian Biomarker Integration Network in Depression
 QIDS: Quick Inventory of Depression –SR: Self-Reported –C: Clinician
 GDBT: Gradient-descent Boosted Tree
 Remission: Achieving a QIDS score of 5 or less
 Antidepressant Response: Decreasing QIDS score by 50% or greater
 Treatment-resistant depression: Failing to achieve remission after two drug trials

Comparison of model performance using different parameter variations, using Random Forests without 
feature selection. Full features are all features in STAR*D, while overlapping are the features in both STAR*D 
and CAN-BIND-1. The Combined dataset uses the overlapping features, with subjects from both trials. 
Inclusion criteria differs between including those who stay in a trial until at least week four, while No Level 1 
Drop excludes subjects who withdrew in level 1 of STAR*D. Targets include Response and Remission and 
either cross-validation within STAR*D or external validation with CAN-BIND-1. 
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